Clare Orr Diédhiou
Hello friends,

Nov 2018

As with anywhere else, there are highs and
lows to life here. I thought I would share
some of the “lows” or frustrations with you,
as well as a recent “high” at work.

The daily grind
Ironically, water cuts are more prevalent
during wet season. The rains are now over,
but daily water cuts are continuing. Often it
goes off around 6 am and comes back at 8
pm or later! We have a number of large
basins and buckets, so when there’s water
we fill those to use during the day.
Thankfully power cuts aren’t too common,
but we have had a number lately, ranging
from 5 minutes to 12 hours.
Then there are the plumbing problems – as My colleague John taking one for the team
my colleague put it, the office toilets
and attempting to fix the toilet before calling
recently turned into “bubbling cess pools”. in the professionals
This happened only a week after the
plumber had dug up part of the back courtyard, to change pipes and stop the showers
getting backed up with black slime. Thankfully, our landlord called the plumber as soon as I
told him and the plumber was able to come later that same day and dig up some more of
the back courtyard, saving us from the stench!
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Cockroaches like to check out the prospects for accommodation, although lately the office
has been largely cockroach free. However, our former neighbour at home wasn’t the best
at keeping things clean and left our building with the parting gift of a sizeable cockroach
population, some of whom like to pay us visits. Therefore, every few months we completely Birthday cake for our
pastor’s dad (baked by us!)
empty the kitchen cupboards, spray them, and leave the room for a while before tidying.

Church literacy teacher training

If you would be interested in
praying for me or in supporting
me either with a one-off gift or
by standing order, please contact
Lynn Orr for more information.
Alternatively, cheques payable
to Wycliffe Bible Translators can
be accompanied with a covering
note explaining it is for Clare Orr
and sent to Wycliffe UK direct.
You can also give online at
http://wycliffe.org.uk/
memberfundraising/Clare+Orr
Gift Aid forms are available on
request.

Now, on to a “high”...My colleague, Elisabeth, and I attend the same church here in Zig. Our
Pastor, Israel, is
involved with an
organisation that
recently
conducted
research in
Senegal, looking
at the threats to
the local church.
It found there is
a lack of
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literacy classes, to enable local believers to
read the scriptures that are available in their
languages.
Pastor Israel therefore asked Elisabeth and I
whether we could put on a workshop to
train members of local churches to be
literacy teachers. Of course we were more
than willing to say yes! This workshop took
place for a week in October. We had around
35 participants from across southern
Senegal, representing five language groups.
Juggling so many languages in one workshop
had its complications, but overall the
workshop went well.
Some participants were already literate in Learning the mankanya alphabet with the
their mother tongue while others were
help of an alphabet poster
only literate in French. The first day was
spent in language groups, teaching the alphabets and working through exercises and
reading practice, to get everyone literate in their language. I did two demonstration
lessons in Wolof, the most widely-spoken Senegalese language, and much of the rest of the
time was spent giving the participants the chance to prepare lessons and practise teaching.
We also looked at a few other topics, including how to teach adults and how to use other
texts, include Scripture and songs, in classes.
In the past, literacy projects have generally provided funding for teacher’s salaries.
However, this project won’t be covering those. We hope that the church members who
participated in our workshop will be motivated enough to start classes anyway, and that
the churches they are part of will encourage them to do so. We are waiting to hear back
from them so that we can send them the necessary manuals for their learners. I also plan
to carry out class visits in the coming months.

Upcoming events
There’s a lot happening in the next couple of months – you can see dates below. I’ll spend
the last week of Nov in Dakar for a Sharpening Your Interpersonal Skills Workshop (SYIS)
course – a course on working with others from different cultures and with different
personalities. December holds a number of celebrations, including the launch of the
Gusiilaay dictionary, which is the fruit of the Rapid Word Collection workshop I assisted
with in March 2017. In December, I’m also organising a workshop for church interpreters,
along with a colleague.

Praise and prayer
Praise God for the chance
we had to do this literacy
teacher training workshop.
Pray that the participants
would be motivated to
start classes in their
churches, and that those
classes would help
Senegalese Christians to
engage with Scripture in a
language they understand.
Give thanks for the
opportunity to hold a
workshop in December for
church interpreters. As I
studied interpreting at
university, I’m excited
about this. Pray for a good
turn out and pray that
we’d be able to equip
these interpreters with
useful skills. Interpreters
are often picked because
they are fluent in two
languages, but given no
interpreting training.
Please continue to pray for
our building project. We’re
thankful for the progress.
Pray for continued safety
of workers, and that God
would continue to provide.

Until next time,
Clare

Important dates

23rd Nov - 1st Dec: Trip to Dakar for 5-day SYIS course
8th Dec: An American friend is getting married about 1.5 hours from Zig (and we’re making
the cake!)
12th - 15th Dec: Interpreting workshop in Zig
20th - 23rd Dec: Trip to Dakar for my host brother, Byarna’s, wedding (and another wedding
cake to bake)
28th Dec: Our first wedding anniversary!
29th Dec: Trip to Thionck-Essyl for the official launch of the Gusiilaay dictionary
4th - 6th Jan: Trip to Tambacounda (300km away) for the dedication of the Wamey NT
23rd - 29th Jan: SIL Senegal (Wycliffe’s partner organisation)’s annual conference in Dakar
31st Jan - 6th Feb: Conference in Yaoundé (more about that in my next newsletter!)

Preparing the board for a
Wolof demonstration lesson

